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Abstract:

The recipient. Nowadays security and privacy issues 
take a major role in multi-agent system. Mostly multi-
agent methods are open and dynamic in nature. This 
nature surely introduces a problem by providing se-
cured message . Message-Digest5 is presented to some 
security problems in multi agent methods based on dis-
tributed trust and the delegation of permissions and 
credibility. In particular, an agent will receive requests 
and assertions from other agents and must decide how 
to act on the requests and assess the credibility of the 
assertions, because sometimes malicious agents start 
to behave in unpredictable way. The multi-agent meth-
ods which is becoming critical for sustaining good ser-
vice quality, is the even distribution of workload among 
service providing agents. For that a dynamic trust 
computation model called secured trust is introduced. 
This reduces to authentication the reliable identifica-
tion of agents’ true identity. In this project the Multi-
Agent System (MAS) concepts is applied to facilitate 
the authentication and the authorization process in 
order to work with multi-clients more dynamically and 
efficiently. The key pair and Certification Authority are 
deployed to encrypt/decrypt electronic data or trans-
action, or sign/authenticate the sender and t.
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1.Introduction :

Network security consists of the provisions and poli-
cies adopted by a network administrator to prevent 
and monitor unauthorized access. Network security in-
volves the authorization of access to data in a network, 
which is controlled by the network administrator.
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Once authenticated, a firewall enforces access policies 
such as what services are allowed to be accessed by 
the network users. Though effective to prevent unau-
thorized access, this component may fail to check po-
tentially harmful content such as worms or Trojans be-
ing transmitted over the network. The components of 
Network Security are:

Anti-virus and anti-spyware.  »

Firewall, to block unauthorized access to your net-
work. 

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), to provide secure  »
remote access. 

In a Multi-agent System (MAS), agents interact with 
each other to achieve a definite goal that they cannot 
achieve alone. Multi-agent Methods are increasingly 
becoming popular in carrying valuable and secured 
data over the network. Malicious agents are always 
seeking ways of exploiting any existing weakness 
in the network. Multi-agent System is a system com-
posed of multiple interacting intelligent agent within 
an environment. 

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of 
multiple interacting intelligent agents. Trust issueshave 
become more and more popular since traditional net-
work security approaches such as the use of firewall, 
access control and authorized certification cannot pre-
dict agent behavior from a „trust viewpoint. An agent 
creates trust-preferred securities by creating a trust is-
suing debt to the new entity, while the trust issues the 
trust preferred securities. We have used a novel policy 
of utilizing exponential averaging function to reduce 
storage over head in computing the trust of agents.

A Dynamic Trust Computation Model for Secured 
Message in Multi-Agent Methods
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A reputation-based trust model collects, distributes 
and aggregates feedback about participants past be-
havior. These models help agents decide who to trust, 
encourage trustworthy behavior and discourage par-
ticipation by agents who are dishonest. Reputation-
based trust models are basically divided into two cat-
egories based on the way information is aggregated 
from an evaluator’s perspective. They are “Direct/Lo-
cal experience mode” and “Indirect/Global reputation 
model” where direct experience is derived from direct 
encounters or observations (firsthand experience) and 
indirect reputation is derived from inferences based on 
information gathered indirectly (secondhand evidence 
such as by word of mouth). So, in the case of global 
reputation model an agent aggregates feedback from 
all the agents who have ever interacted with the target 
agent, i.e., an agent has a view of the network which 
is wider than its own experience, thus enabling it to 
quickly converge to a better decision. However, global 
reputation model is much more complex to manage 
than local experience model as malicious agents have 
the opportunity to provide false feedbacks.

Most of the existing global reputation models can suc-
cessfully isolate malicious agents when the agents be-
have in a predictable way.  However, the model suffer 
greatly when a gents start to show dynamic personal-
ity, i.e., when they start to behave in a way that ben-
efits them.  This model also fails to adapt to the abrupt 
change in agents behavior and as a result suffer when 
agents alter their activities strategically.  Moreover, 
some of the models show little effect in dealing with 
more complex attacks such as dishonest or unfair rat-
ing and collusion.  Another aspect which is slowly be-
coming more critical for the proper maintenance of ser-
vice quality is  the appropriate distribution of workload  
among the trusted service providers.  Without a proper 
load-balancing scheme, the load at highly reputable 
service providers will be immense which will eventually 
cause a bottleneck in the systems service quality.   

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing 
trust models consider loadbalancing among service 
providers. With these research problems in mind, we 
propose a key authentication dynamic trust computa-
tion model named Secured Trust which can effectively 
detect sudden strategic alternation in malicious behav-
ior with the additional feature of balancing workload 
among service providers.

Secured-Trust considers variety of factors in determin-
ing the trust of an agent such as satisfaction, similarity, 
feedback credibility, recent trust and historical trust, 
sudden deviation of trust and decay of trust. We have 
used a novel policy of utilizing exponential averaging 
function to reduce storage overhead in computing the 
trust of agents. We have also proposed a new load-bal-
ancing algorithm based on approximate calculation of 
workload present at different service providers.

2.Related Work :

In this section, we look into some of the most recent 
and popular research works done on reputation model. 
Here, we discuss the key ideas of the following models 
– Bayesian network trust model trust modelBayesian 
network-based trust model [3] believes that trust is mul-
tidimensional and agents need to evaluate trust from 
different aspects of an agents capability. This model 
uses Bayesian Network and Bayesian Probability to cal-
culate trust. This models main flaw lies in the authors 
assumption that all the agents have identical Bayesian 
network architecture which is unrealistic because dif-
ferent agents have different requirements which leads 
to different network architecture. In the case of aggre-
gating recommendation from other agents, this model 
assumes that all the agents are truthful in providing 
their feed-backs. This assumption is also not realistic as 
malicious agents will often provide false feedback to 
other agents to disrupt the system.

The Trust model provided by addresses different as-
pects in determining the trust of an agents such as 
recent trust, historical trust, expected trust and con-
fidence in its trust for other agents. However, in com-
puting direct trust, this model uses simple averaging 
function which fails to assign any time relative weight 
to the transactions. Another drawback of this model is 
that the formulation of both historical trust and cred-
ibility requires the storage of previous values up to a 
certain interval and this causes storage overhead.The 
models do not address a critical aspect of trust theory 
which is decay of trust value with the elapse of time. 
Since, at percent, the network is highly dynamic and un-
predictable, trust values should decay as time elapses 
in absence of interaction. However, these models fail 
to simulate real life decay function which has a small 
decay rate in the initial phase while displaying higher 
decay rate as more and more time elapses. 
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We have incorporated such decay function in our trust 
model along with many other issues which have not 
been addressed by existing trust models. Another as-
pect which is slowly becoming vital for sustaining ser-
vice quality is the balanced distribution of workload 
among service providers. Almost all trust models have 
ignored this issue so far. In fact, none of the models 
discussed so far address the aspect of balancing load 
among the trusted agents for proper maintenance of 
service quality. In a trust computing environment, an 
agent with the highest trust is normally selected s ser-
vice provider, so highly reputed agents handle bulk of 
the total service requests. This can degrade the over-
all service quality of the system if these highly reputed 
agents are assigned too much workload. So, a load-
balancing algorithm which distributes service requests 
to all capable (i.e., a bit less reputable but trustworthy) 
agents is required to maintain a satisfactory level of 
service quality. We have proposed such a load-balanc-
ing algorithm.

IMPLEMENTATION 

Secured Trust:

The main objective of this paper is to provide a dynam-
ic trust computation model for effectively evaluating 
the trust of agents even in the presence of highly os-
cillating malicious behavior. Our model also provides 
an effective load-balancing scheme for proper distribu-
tion of workload among the service providing agents. 
A number of parameters have been considered in our 
trust model for computing the trust of an agent. Now, 
some of these parameters have been previously dis-
cussed in [2] but it can fully cope with the strategic ad-
aptations made by malicious agents. The mathematical 
and logical definitions used for these parameters also 
cannot reflect the true scenarios faced in real life. For 
the following sections, we assume that agent p (called 
evaluator) needs to calculate the trustworthiness of 
agent q (called the target agent).

3.Load Balancing Among Agents:

Load balancing is a computer networking methodol-
ogy to distribute workload across multiple agents or 
other resources, to achieve optimal resource utiliza-
tion, maximize throughput, minimize response time 
and avoid overload.

For selective scenario, we first compute the trust of 
agents who respond to a transaction request and then 
we select the agent with the highest trust value. The 
problem that will arise from this disproportionate al-
location of workload is that the quality of service will 
fall greatly due to the heavy workload present at the 
highly trusted agents.In our load-balancing algorithm, 
we either calculate a heuristic value of workload and 
choose the agent with the smallest load or make a 
probabilistic choice based on the computed trust value 
of agents. We start our load-balancing algorithm by 
first classifying the responders (agents that respond to 
a transaction request) into two groups, namely-good 
service providers(G) and unknown service providers 
(U) based on a threshold value of trust (γ). We then 
first seek to choose an agent from G by computing an 
approximate value (heuristic value) of load present 
at each responder in G. Sorting the responders in in-
creasing order of load; we take the responder with the 
smallest workload. In the case of no responders being 
present in the class G, we select an agent from U either 
probabilistically based on its trust value or randomly.

Algorithm:

Selection of service providing agent (p,S)
Input: Evaluating agent p and the set of agents re-
sponding to a service request S Output: Service provid-
ing agent q
for each x Є S docompute Trust (p,x) if Trust (p,x) > γ 
then  G {x} else  U {x} end if
end for
if G≠0 thenfor each x Є G do compute load N(p,x) end 
forsort G in increasing order of load N return agent q 
with the smallest load N

else
Total_trust 0

for each x Є U do
Total trust Total_trust + Trust(p,x)

end forif Total_trust > 0 then for each x Є U do com-
pute Prob(p,x) end forreturn agent q with probability 
Prob(p,q) else
return any agent q randomly
end if
end if
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4.System Modules:

Server Configuration

A server is a physical computer dedicated to running 
one or more services to serve the needs of the users 
of other computers on the network. Depending on 
the computing service that it offers it could be a da-
tabase server, file server, mail server, web server, or 
some other kind of server. The clients either run on the 
same computer or connect through the network. Ev-
ery agent has different needs, and the different servers 
all represent different sets of trust.

1.  Client Registration

Different agents have different requirements for regis-
tered agents. Typically, the agent must be a legal resi-
dent of the state that allows entities to serve as regis-
tered agents. Client Application Services is the name of 
the client and services framework. In order to import 
multiple clients, you must:

5.Conclusion :

We have presented a novel trust computation model 
called Secured Trust for evaluating agents in multi 
agent environments. Secured Trust can ensure secured 
message  among agents by effectively detecting stra-
tegic behaviors of malicious agents. We also provide a 
model for combining all these factors to evaluate trust 
and finally, we propose a heuristic load-balancing algo-
rithm for distributing workload among service provid-
ers. This approach is particularly useful in open environ-
ment in which agents must interact with other agents 
with which they are not familiar.
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2.Agent Trust Evolution 
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to one another to carry out particular tasks. In most 
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It could interact with all agents and then derive trust 
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